12 Fruit Riddles
1)

5)

9)

This is a fruit that
You might be fed
You just need to mix
Yellow and red

My color is yellow
And I grow on trees
I’m a popular food
With apes and monkeys

This fruit is made of two words conjoined
The ﬁrst part of it is also a tree
The second part is a diﬀerent fruit
And goes on a pizza from Hawaii

2)

6)

10)

This is a type of fruit
On which you can dine
To get another fruit
Put it aĀer pine

I am a fruit whose name sounds
As though there might be two of me
In a Christmas song there is
A partridge in this kind of tree

You’ll eat this fruit with turkey
To help ﬁll up your belly
It some�mes comes as a sauce
And some�mes it’s a jelly

3)

7)

11)

I can be red or green
I get grown on a vine
I’m dried to make raisins
Or squeezed to help make wine

I am a fruit that’s red
That’s oĀen used in a smoothie
I’m bought in a punnet
And made into jam and jelly

This is a type of small fruit
Which is smaller than your hand
Fuzzy outside, green inside
OĀen comes from New Zealand

4)

8)

12)

This is a type of fruit
Whose shape is an oval
Its color is yellow
And it is fairly small

This is a four le័�er word
Which comes before stone and light
It’s also a small green fruit
And is a ﬂavor in Sprite

If you like to eat small fruit
Then this one is sure to please
Because it is a dried grape
Used in oatmeal cookies

12 Fruit Riddles
Answers
1) Orange
2) Apple
3) Grape
4) Lemon
5) Banana
6) Pear
7) Strawberry
8) Lime
9) Pineapple
10) Cranberry
11) Kiwi Fruit
12) Raisin

